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BROOM RAPE

BROOM RAPE (Orobanche australiana) is a parasite which becomes attached to the roots of other plants. It is not very selective regarding hosts and has been found parasitising many species, but particularly clovers.

In most cases the broom rape is not present in sufficient numbers to cause serious adverse effects, but on some properties in the South-West a large population of the parasite has reduced the growth of clovers and also caused premature drying off in the spring.

In Europe some species of Orobanche are suspected of being mildly toxic but although O. australiana is very widespread in this State we have no records of stock disorders or losses being attributed to it.

Broom rape is very spasmodic in occurrence. In some years it is very plentiful and at other times comparatively scarce in the same locality. Its incidence is obviously affected by seasonal conditions and long, wet winters appear to favour its growth.

Attempts at Control

Eradication in the South-West is almost impossible as plants occur freely on uncleared country and each plant produces a large number of very fine seeds. The spasmodic appearance of broom rape suggests that some of these are capable of remaining dormant in the soil for considerable periods.

The weed has caused greatest concern in the Cowaramup-Margaret River district and possible means of control have been investigated at the Bramley Research Station. Mowing or rolling to prevent seed production did not prove practical. Cutting sufficiently close to the ground was difficult and successive germinations of broom rape meant that plants were maturing over an extended period in the spring.

The hormone-like chemicals were not effective at rates which clovers were able to tolerate and germination over a period added to the difficulties of chemical control.

Most Effective Treatment

The most effective treatment, which caused a considerable reduction in the broom rape, was to plough after the weed had started growth but not necessarily emerged from the ground. This was followed by cultivation and the sowing of oats, with subterranean clover and rye grass.

In recent years broom rape has become more evident in the wheat-belt but, so far, has not proved as troublesome as in the wetter districts of the South-West.
Rectangular and nourishment-packed bales that are easy to handle — the kind of bales that make you more money whether you're feeding or selling. You can expect these results from the new Ford quality haymakers, latest in the lengthening line-up of Ford low-cost implements. They will make you master of your own feed production — let you get into the field when the crop is right. Faster, easier work, and steady, trouble-free operation that saves the hay's nutritious quality, are features of the Ford haymakers . . . and you are fully backed by the Ford Dealers' service and parts organisation.

BIGGER-CAPACITY 530 HAY BALER

Fast baling, sure tying, trouble-free performance!
The new P.T.O.-drive Ford model 530 twine-tie baler bales heavy hay fast ... turns out as much as 12 tons per hour. You bale at full capacity because the wide pick-up is flared out to take big 5' windrows. Crop quality is retained by the gentle finger cross-feed into the bale chamber and nutritious, rectangular bales are the result.
DEPENDABLE MODEL 501 MOWER
Economy, durability proved by thousands of owners!
Bought by more American farmers than any other tractor mower, the Ford model 501 will prove just as popular in Australia. The Ford 501, with 6' or 7' cutterbar, will cut over 4 acres per hour at ground speeds up to 6 m.p.h. Easy to work, its single-unit design mounts in a minute onto Ford and other tractors.

SPEEDY PITMANLESS 515 MOWER
Speeds up mowing. Smooth, quiet, easy to work with!
The new Ford model 515 mower speeds up haymaking with its capacity of up to 7 acres per hour. It cuts cleanly and quickly, working as fast as 9 m.p.h., 'revs' up without noisy pitman chatter or vibration, cuts clean even in mown hay. Strength in frame, precision at sickle, convenience from the minute it's mounted.

RUGGED GROUND-DRIVE 508 RAKE
Clean, crop-saving work with precise speed control!
The Ford model 508 ground-drive rake gives you the exact reel speed for most efficient leaf-saving raking of your crop. With a gentle rolling action, the rake produces light, airy windrows — across a full 8' swath. The castor and drive wheels, close-coupled to the basket, allow uniform ground clearance across entire width.

QUALITY HAYMAKERS
Now Ford enters the haymaking field with these seven low-cost implements!

COMPACT MODEL 520 HAY BALER
High in performance, low in power needs!
Dependable baling capacity of up to 8 tons per hour is yours with this Ford model 520 P.T.O.-operated, twine-tie baler. Clean, gentle pick-up and positive finger crossfeed produces rectangular, nourishment-packed, neatly tied bales. The Ford model 520 makes doing your own baling practical and profitable.

3-PT. LINKAGE FB-L BALE LOADER
Takes the hard work out of bale handling!
The quickly attachable Ford model FB-L bale loader is 3-point linkage-mounted and includes a built-in trailer hitch. It is fast, easy to operate, and will pick up round or square bales and deliver to the trailer at the right height for stacking. Connecting the bale loader is simplicity itself, and the sturdy design is built to last.

TIME-SAVING F-EL BALE LOADER
More mobile, manoeuvrable; faster, easier loading!
With its domed skids and adjustable, hinged double hitch bar, the mobile F-EL Ford loader will turn left or right when working, and will back out of awkward corners. The loader's fast action is the result of a high angle of lift and the right height of delivery. Independent clutches free the wheels for towing.